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Despite decades of pioneering work on coastal resource management, Philippine environmental advocates, resource managers, and local government units face essentially the same legal and jurisdictional problems already identified and challenged by various « pilot » sites and projects implemented since the 1990s. By and large, policy changes have been rather incremental and slow, rather than remedial and revolutionary. In major ocean sectors such as seafaring and high seas fishing, policy reforms have been introduced under threat of adverse international consequences to local employment and business opportunities. Meanwhile, key domestic marine sectors such as commercial fishing, offshore petroleum exploration, and marine environmental protection have experienced significant policy shifts on account of both reform initiatives and crises. The staggered trend between policy reform and reversal raises legitimate questions regarding the trajectory of the Philippine coastal and ocean law and policy. This presentation will critically examine key developments that have drawn the attention of the Philippine government in this regard, and raise questions as to what pattern is emerging: a deliberate albeit slow and planned movement toward reform, or a slide back to reactionary « business as usual », in the coastal and ocean sectors.
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